1. The Surah which must be recited in every prayer is ______.
   A. Ikhlas  B. Fatiha  C. Nas  D. Yaasin

2. Abraham and his army are mentioned in one of the following Surah, which one ______.
   A. Al-Qariah  B. Fili
   C. Fatiha  D. Ikhlas

3. Surah Al-Qariah talks about the day of ______.
   A. Ashurah  B. Judgement
   C. honour  D. Tasua

4. In Islam hunting is ______.
   A. Haram  B. Halal
   C. God knows  D. hobby

5. The prophet (p.b.u.h) preached secretly for ______ years.
   A. 5  B. 3  C. 2  D. 4

6. The attribute of Allah which means AL-QUDDUS is ______.
   A. Forgiver  B. Holy
   C. Gracious  D. Peace

7. Who was the first Khalif after the death of prophet Mohammad ______.
   A. Abubakar  B. Ali
   C. Omar  D. Athuman

8. The prophet (p.b.u.h) said there are ______ signs of hypocrite.
   A. 2  B. 3  C. 4  D. 5

9. Which of the following Surah is referred as MUVADHATEIN ______.
   A. Nas  B. Ikhlas  C. Asr  D. Ikhlas

10. Which Surah mentions ABULAHAB ______.
    A. Nasr  B. Lahab  C. Fatiha  D. Ikhlas

11. ______ prophets are mentioned in the Holy Qur'an.
    A. 100  B. 99  C. 25  D. 30

12. The use of water when visiting the toilet is called ______.
    A. Ghusl  B. Istinjai  C. Twahara  D. Uduh

13. Prophet Dawud was given ______ Holy Book.
    A. Injil  B. Zabur  C. Quran  D. Taurat

14. Bint was seen pruning her trees one morning. This was a sign of ______.
    A. good leadership  B. converting the environment
    C. taking care of trees

15. The Surah which tell us that Allah (s.w.t) is one is ______.
    A. Ikhlas  B. Faraq  C. Fatiha  D. Yaasin

16. Magharib and Fajir prayers both have ______ Rakaat.
    A. 6  B. 5  C. 4  D. 3

17. The Surah which warns us on the dangers of backbiting is ______.
    A. Fili  B. Qariah  C. Humaza  D. Ikhlas

18. A good friend is the one who does everything except ______.
    A. assist  B. abuse  C. good advise  D. love

19. The prophet (p.b.u.h) advised us to pause ______ times when drinking.
    A. 2  B. 3  C. 4  D. 1

20. The tenth month in the Islamic calendar is ______.
    A. Rajab  B. Shaaban
    C. Shawwal  D. Ramadhan

21. Which one of the following is NOT common among Muslims ______.
    A. Qibla  B. Adhan
    C. Iqama  D. Dressing

22. The sacred book given to Nabii Muhammad is ______.
    A. Bible  B. Quran  C. Injil  D. Tauwrat

23. Hindu worship in the ______.
    A. mosque  B. church
    C. temple  D. synagoge

24. After visiting the toilet we ______ our hands.
    A. wipe  B. wash  C. soak  D. istinjai

Choose the Angels and their duty

25. MALIK - A. Hell  B. Paradise
    C. Soul  D. Rain

26. JIBRIL - A. Rain  B. Paradise
    C. Soul  D. Revelation

27. RIDHWAN - A. Hell  B. Paradise
    C. Soul  D. Grave

28. MIKAEL - A. Soul  B. Paradise
    C. Grave  D. Rain

29. IZRAEL - A. Records  B. Grave
    C. Rain  D. Soul

30. MUNKAR & NAKIR - A. Grave  B. Records
    C. Rain  D. Soul